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Abstract

As part of NLqT/ARPA’s TREC Wcckshop, we used
Semamk Indexing (LSl) for filtering 33~ incoming dote-
mere from diveae ~ (aew~es, I~ttenta tedmiotl
~mractO for SO t~i~ of ~ We develot~edrepmeema-
tiom of user intems~ ~ mtea, for these topics ~ two
mu~ces of emmi~ infmmalion. A Won/F/~r used just the
weeds in the ~#c mmnems, and a Re/Do~ F//~r u~d just
¯ e known n/ram t~s do~.me~ and ~ ~e ~#c
,memm. U~ the mlevam mdnin8 documents (a variant
of relevance &edback) was mote effective than ~ ̄
detailed natural ’-,,-mage description of in~ts. Coral/n-
ins these two vec~n provided some ~ iml~ove-
mmm in mmdn~ On averap, 7 ~ the top 10 docmnmes
~md 44 of the top 1(]0 ~ ~ mlev¯llt nslno the com-
bined ~ metlwd. Dam coml/nation n’~n~_ the results of
the Wa/d and RelDoca reuieval .-ts was not generally suc-
ce,dul in ~ pe~onm~e ~oqmed m the best indi-
vidual method, dthoNlh we believe it might be if additional
murces me used. These ~ mmtmds me quite gen.
end and applicable to ¯ variety of muting aad feedback

Introduction

As part of NISTIARPA’s TREC Workshop, we used Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) for filtering 336k documents
from diverse sources for 50 topics of interest. We exam-
iued how ~t sources of infmmation (e.g., a natural
language description of intmests, feedback about previous
documents) can be used to best predict which new objects
will be of int~est. An LSl model which combines the ini-
tial topic description with relevant training decmnents is
quite effective.

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)

LSI is a vminnt of vector reUieval in which the dependen-
cies between terms are explicitly taken into account (see
Deerwester et al., 1990 for mathematical details and
examples). Most re~eval models (e.g., Boolean, start-

dard veoto~ pmbabilis~) treat words as if they are indepen-
dent, although it is quite obvions that they are not (Salton 
blcGill, 1983). The central theme of LSI is that important
inter-relationships among terms can be automatically
derived, explicitly modeled, and used to imp~ve retrieval.

LSI uses singular-value decomposition (SVD), a sts~stical
te~hn~ue closely related to eigenvector decomposition, to
model the associmive relationships. A Imp tenn-decmnent
maufix is decomposed into a set of k, typically 100 to 300,
orthogonal factors. These derived indexing dimensions,
rather than indivkhml words, are the basis of the vector space
used for re~evaL Each term and document is represented
by a vector in the resulting k-dimensional LSI space. Terms
that are used in similar contexts (documents) will have simi-
lar vectors in this space. One important consequence of the
LSI analysis is that users’ queries can reUieve documents
that do not share any words with the query - e.g., a query
about "automobiles" would also nmieve articles about
"cars" and even articles about "d~vers" to a lesser extent.

Re~eval operates in the same way in the reduced dlmeusion
vector space as it does in standard vector models. A query
vector is located at the weighted vector sum of its constituent
term vectom Documents are ranked by their similarity to
the query vector and the most similar documents are
retxmmd. Since both term and document vectors are rep~-
sented in the same space, simila~ies between any combina-
tlon of terms and documents can be easily obtained. This
makes it easy to use LSI for relevance feedback and infonna-
tion filte~ng.

The LSI method has been applied to mlny of the standard
infozmation retrieval test collections with favorable results.
Using the same tokenization and term weightings, the LSI
method has equaled or outperformed standard vector meth-
ods in almost every case, and was as much as 3095 better in
some cases (Deezwester et al., 1990; Dumais, 1995). 
with the standard vector method, diffex~tial term we~ting
and relevance feedback both improve LSI performance sub-
stantially (Dumais, 1991).
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TREC - Information Filtering

We used LSI in NIST/ARPA’~ TREC-3 Workshop
(Durum, 1995; Haman, 1995). For the TRF_~ fdten~ng
(or rout/ne) task, we were given 50 topics of interest and
asked to find articles relevant to these inL-~esm from a new
stream of 336~306 documents (1.2 gig of ascii text). The
1000 documents most mlmilar to each of the 50 topics of
intem~ are returned, and perfomm~ is evaluated using
precision and recalL

The TREC topic statements were qu/te detsiled, s~
and specific. They me t~-sentative of the profiles that an
information analysts might develop over time for standing
interem. Aa example filtering topic is given below.

<hUm> Number: 108
<dora> Donmln.. International Economics
<~/e> Topic: Japanese Pmtectiontn Measures
<desc> DescrtptlotL" Document will report on Japanese

poHcleJ or practic~ which help protect Japan’s
domestic market from forelgn compe~on.

<narr> Narrate: A relemnt docsunent wlll identify a

Japaneae law or regulation, a governmental policy or
~e procedure, a corporate custom, or a
bmine~ practice which discourages, or even prevents,
entry into the Japanese ~ by foreign goods and
serrlca. A document which reports generally on
market pemtration d~k’uMes but which does not
Identify a specific Japanese barrier to trade is NOT
relevant.

<con> Concept(s):
1. Japan
2. Ministry o/International Trade and Industry, M1TI,

ui~ry of Fo~g. A~
3. protectiontnn, protect
4.~ ~ quo~ dm~ns, obm~,,~

retaliation
5. structural tmp~ product standard
& trade dispute, barrl~ tens~ imbalance., practice
7. nmrka access, free wade, liberalize, vecipmc~
& Super 501, 501 clause

<nat> Natlonalily: Japan

Training infonmttion was available for each topic. Known
relevant and non-x~Aevant documents from a different
(althoegh related) corpus of documents were identified.
On average, them were 215 known relevant documents
and 896 non-relevant documents for each topic. The topic
statement and the training d,t, were to be used to develop
profiles or filtem for each topic.

Basle Word and ReiDees alters

LSI hag previously been appfied to iMomuttion filte~ng
with promising n~lts ffoltz & Duma~, 1992), and we

extended this work to the large, diverse TREC corptm. We
used the training corpus to construct a 346-dimeMional LSI
representation. For information filtering, we begin by identi-
fying a vector for each topic of interest in the LSI space.
New documents are "folded in" to the space, end suggested
as relevant to a topic if they are near enough the filter vector.
Folding in works just like query formation. Each new docu-
meat is located at the we/ghted vector sum of its constituent
term vectors.

We compa~ two basic methods for creating filters - one
using only rite text of the topic statement (Word Filter); the
other using only relevant documents from the trainln~ set
(ReIDocs Filter). The Word Fi~r is located at the weighted
vector sum of all the words in the topic ~-~ment. On aver-
age, topics contain 192 words, of which 52 are unique con-
tent words. This method ignores all the training d~tA_ about
relevant and non-relevant documents. The Re/Does F/~ter is
located at the centmid or vector sum of the relevant lxalnln~
documents, and ignores the topic statement. "l~/s is a some-
what unusual variant of relevance feedback "l~ypically users’
queries are modified by adding words flx)m relevant docu-
ments and emittin8 words from non-relevant documents.
We rep/aced the users’ topic stntPment with relevant docu-
meats.

For each of the 50 filtering topics we created two filters or
profiles - a Word Filter aud a RelDocs Filter. Figure 1 illus..
trates how the~ vectors would be formed for one topic using
a 2-dimensienal LSI space. "fine veer.ms for the words in the
topic statement are labeled w, and the vectors for the relevant
training documents me labeled R. As can be seen in Figme
1, the Word Vector is located at the weighted sum of the vec-
ton for topic words, and the RelDocs Vector is located at the
sum of the relevant training document vectors. In both
cases, the filter was a single vector. New docmn~ts were
"folded in" to this LSI space, as described above, and ranked
in decreasing order of simaerity to the filter vector.

R = relevant doc
N = non-rel doc
w = topic wor~sN

Rel ~ Vector w

N/R R ~wR’ .N

L$I Dimension I

FIGURE L Bsseline RelI}ecs and Word Vectors
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These two methods provide baselines for examining vari-
one combinations of information from the users’ topic
statement and from feedback using relevant tr~inlne docu-
ments.

ComMning latornmflon - Query Combination
and Data Combination

filming methods ~ above comd/tute the main
sources of infonnatimL We also examined methods for
¢o~b~in~ evidence from these sources. Belkin et al.
(1993, 1994) have descn’bed the methods we used as query
combinalfm and data combination (or data fusion).

For qmn’y comb/na~m, we combine two (or more) repre-
sentations into a single new query vector for retrieval. In
the work deacr/bed in this paper we explcned linear combi-
nations of the basic Words and RelDocs vectors. The
combined vector, with equal weight given to Words and
RelDocs, is shown in Figure 2. A new ranking of docu-
ments was produced for the Combined vector.

have a high value on the min(cos(doc, Word), cos(doc, 
Does)) measure - these documents are near either the Word
or RelDocs filter and would be top rAnk,~i for this d~t~ com-
bination method.

I maxata Combinationcosine)

LSI Dimension 1

Query Combination

Combined Vector

Rel

LSI Dimension 1

FIGURE 2. Query Cmub~

D~ ¢o~ (or dam,s/on, as Belkl. et al. call it)
combines information about the results of two (or more)
sysmm which rank the same documents in response to the
same requests. We examined various ways of comblninH
the top I000/terns f~om the Word and RelDocs matches to
produced a new nmking of docmnents for each topic. We
mind infommt/on about the nmks and cosines, and com-
billed them using max, rain: and ~ operators. Although
we did not examine the perm~ter space as systemat/cally
as Batten et eL (1994) did, we did choose data combhm-
tion methods which had p~viously been successful in the
context of TREC (Belkin et al., 1994; Fox & Shaw, 1994).

Pigme 3 show8 geometrically what the combination looks
l~e for the r~n(cos(doc, Word), cos(doc, ReiDocs)) 
sure. The cross-hatched region shows documents that

FIGURE 3. Data CembfnM/on - max cosine measure

In tl~ paper we explored combinadons of document rank-
ings which we~ derived from the same LSI space and can
thus be repr~ented geometrically in the same figure. The
method is much more general than this, however, and could
be used to combine rank and/or similarity information from
very different retrieval systems in order to determine a final

document ranking. Data combination is thus much more
general than query combination.

Results

For the TREC filtecing ~ perfoemm~ was evaluated
using the top 1000 documents gemmed for each topic. We

the total numbeT of relevant doc~t8 ~
cision at 10 and 100 docuxm~ts, and average precision.

Query combination

Table 1 presents the results for the two basic LSI filters as
well as several combinations of them. Not mtrpnsingiy, the
RelDocs filter vectors which take advantage of the known
relevant documents age better than the Word vectors. The
improvement in average precision is 30% (.3737 vs..2880).
RelDocs was one of the best TREC filterin8 methods. Users
get an average of 2 additional relevant documents in the top
10 using the RelDocs method for filtetiJn 8 (6.7 vs. 4.6). Even
though the topic statements are quite rich, using known rele-
vant training documents still provides sizeable retrieval ben-
efits. Recall that the ReiDocs method ignores the topic
deacziption! It is also i mpmmnt to note how much informa-
tion was filtered out by these methods. By looking at just



100 documents per topic or 1.4% of the data (5000/
336306), 24% of the known relevant docnn~.m are found.
By looking at less than 15% of the A,ta (50000/336306),
74% of the relevant documents are found using RelDocs.

TABLE L Query Combtmtiom of LSI Word (W)
and lbmem (R) veetom

Rel Pree Pree Avg
Does atl0 at 100

Words (W) 6252 .4620 .3532 .288O

harem tl0 6878 .672O .4544 .3737
.b~+.SR 7078 .6820 .440O .3792

.2b~V+.Tb’R 7010 .650O .459O .3827

.75W+.25R 693O .5540 .4118 .3561

We examined three mixUnes varying the amount that the
Word and ReIDo~ sources cou~te to the combined
vector (.25, _~0, .75). Small improvements in performance
are found when the RelDocs vector is given equal or more
weight than the Word vector. This same I~_nem of results
was observed for a diffe~t set of 50 muting topics in a
lnevious TREC, m we have reason to believe these results

pnendi~ to other filterln~ applications.

The RelDo~ methods described above used all known rel-
evant documents f~om the tra/n/ng collection. On aver-
age, there were 216 relevant docmnents for a topic. Table
2 lhows how much training ,/it, it takes to achieve this
level of performance. With only 5 relevant documents per-
formance is poo~ It is comparable to the Words filter in
precisien, and mmewhat worse in the total number of rele-
vant doctnnents. (Knowing 5 relevant items is as good as
a 192 word description of the topic of interest.) Perfor-
mance i mIxoves steadily and with only 20 relevant docu-
menus is within 6% of the maximnm With relatively
small amounts of Irsiaing data, filterln£ performance is
quite good.

TABLE 2. Performam~ as s function of number
of trainin~_ docmneats used in RelDocs vector

Rel Pine A~
Does atl0 at 100 Pree

SRel 5436 .5840 .2564 .2777
10Rel 6313 .586O .39M .3O96
201~! 6669 .64OO .4290 .3526

30Rel 6642 .656O .4428 .3565

S0Rel 68O6 .664O .4470 .3663

100 l~i 6822 .68OO .4514 .3706
max Rel 6878 .672O .4544 .3737

The best peffozmaace one can achieve for this LSI represen-
tation is obtained by locating the filter vector at the centroid
of all the relevant test document. Clearly this could not
achieve this in practice Eince the relevant test documents are
not known ahead of time, but it does set an upper bound on
performance. Placing the filter vector here would increase
average lnecision by 28% to .4776, so there is room for
improvement given the conent relnesentation! We can
move in this direction by combinin~ the RelDo~ vector with
a vector based on new relevant test documents as they an/vs.
Combining the RelDocs vector with only I new relevant test
documents improves average ixecision 7% to .4017, and
Add;~g 10 new relevant documents improves average Ineci-
sion 16% to .4353.

Data combination begins with the top 1000 documents
returned for the Word and RelDocs filters and combines
results (not the vectors) in various ways to arrive at a new
ranking. We used infommtien about the ranks and cosines,
and combined them using max, min; and sum operators.
Similar methods have previously been tested in the context
of TREC although they do not provide the kind of systematic
parameter analysis used by Bat~ell et aL (1994).

Consider, for example, the sum of cosines. For each docu-
ment, a new measure of similarity (its cosine in the Word set
plus its cosine in the ReIDocs set) is computed and used to
derive a new ranking. Retrieval performance is evaln~t~
using the new ranking. Table 3 summarizes the performance
of six 4Atl combination methods along with the Word and
RelDocs vector baselines.

TABLE 3. Data CemlJWtons of LSI Word
(w) and Remoes (R) return 

RelDoc Avg
S Pree

Words 6252 .2880
RelDoe 6878 .3737

Ranks - sum(W,a) 6960 .3687
l~illklJ - mJn(~tr~l~) 6938 .3498

Ranks - m-ffW, R) 6764 .3538

Coslnes- sum(WR) 6891 .3660
- mi ~n(W~R) 6764 .3229

Coshl~ - ms-(W~R) 6885 .3741

As can be seen in Table 3, there are only m’n.ll inconsistent
improvements in performance when different sources of data
are combined. Differentially weighting the cenm’butious of
the Words and RelDocs measures does not help either-
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Mother way of comb/nln~ data from the two basic filters
is to pick the best filter for each topic. Although the Rel-
Docs filter is best on average, there are 14 topics for which
the Words filter is better. If we use the training dnt, to
select which method to use for each topic, performance is
6890 relevant docs and .3731 average precision, and this is
no better thau umng just the RelDocs filter. (If we select
optimally using the test d,t, small improvements are seen
- 7058 relevant docs and .3962 average precision.)

Othem (Bel]dn et aL, 1994, Fox & Shaw, 1994) have
reported some mccess with a,tA fumon methods, and it is
not entirely clear why we were not successful Pedmps our
two sources are not mffzciently dflferent fxom each other.
Both the Word and RelDocs vectors were relZesented in
the same LSI space aud are likely to reflect many of the
same derived indexing featmes. (However, remember that
a query combination method does improve performance.)

A related poss/bility is that two sources of information
may not be sufficient. Additional sources of information
are easy to include (e.g., dot product sim/larity, keywoni
matchin8, phrase mnt~i,~, but it would be nice to do m
in a principled manne~ Fnudly, it may be that non-linear
combinations would lead to performance i mlnovementB.

Summary and Conclusions

We ueed LSI for filtenng 336k documents from diveme
,ouce, for 50 intere¢ pmfile,. U, ing relevant traidng
documents was more effective than using a detailed natu-
ral languase ~on of interests. Combinin~ these twO
veotom provided mine ,~u41tioual improvements in filter-
ing. On average, 7 of the top 10 documents ate relevm
udBg ~ method. Perfommce can be i .,,Woved by con-
tiaually ~ new relevant docmnents. Data
combination using these two methods was not successful,
although we believe it might be ff ~,4~donal sources of
infonnmion are used. These combination methods are
quite general and applicable for a wide variety of filtering
tasks.
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